Case Report

An Unusual Case of Thymoma Invading SVC Excised Completely Enbloc with SVC Resection and Reconstruction
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Abstract

We report a challenging rare case of stage III large thymoma with superior vena cava (SVC) invasion but without SVC syndrome or myasthenic symptoms. The tumor responded poorly to neo-adjuvant VAC chemotherapy so was referred for surgical resection. We successfully performed the complex Enblock resection of the tumor with SVC, lung, phrenic and pericardium without requiring cardiopulmonary bypass followed by reconstruction of the SVC and innominate vein with the Gore-Tex graft. The histopathology revealed it to be completely resected type B3 thymoma T3N0. A brief account of literature for advanced thymoma has been provided with this case report.
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Introduction

Thymomas are rare [1] but account for 20% of all anterior mediastinal tumors and may often infiltrate the adjacent structures though intraluminal extension is relatively sporadic. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by surgery and radiotherapy increases the R0 resection and 5-year survival rate. We performed a complex operation of enbloc resection followed by distinctive SVC reconstruction with good outcome.

Case Report

A 69-year-old lady, ex-smoker was found to have a mediastinal mass on an X-ray done for persistent cough. She had no stridor, myasthenia or SVC syndrome clinically but CT revealed 93 × 58 mm thymic tumor with definite proximal SVC invasion (Figure 1). Following MDT discussion she was given 4 cycles of Etoposide/Cisplatin chemotherapy but the interval CT scan revealed no real reduction in size so the patient had further 2 cycles of VAC chemotherapy with poor response. Ultimately, she was referred for surgical resection.

We performed a complex operation via median sternotomy with cervical extension for better exposure and enbloc resection of the thymic tumor with SVC, wedge resection of right upper lobe, part of pericardium and sacrificed the right phrenic nerve to achieve the complete resection. The cardiopulmonary bypass was ready on standby and no systemic heparinization used. Following tumor resection the SVC and left-sided innominate veins were then reconstructed by constituting the T-graft using the 15 mm non-ringed Gore-Tex graft (Figure 2) without requiring the cardiopulmonary bypass. The distal end-to-side anastomosis was constructed first after partial occlusion of the right internal jugular vein with the side biting clamp followed by proximal anastomosis end-to-side with the right atrial appendage after exclusion of pectinate fibers. Finally, the left sided innominate was anastomosed end-to-end with the horizontal part of the T graft. All vascular anastomosis were constructed using the 5/0 prolene continuous sutures. The operation was uneventful and she made a very good recovery and discharged home on Apixaban.

The post-op CT (Figure 3) showed nicely seated and patent t-tube graft and patient was then referred back to oncology for the consideration of radiotherapy as the final histopathology revealed it to be Masaoka stage III, type B3 epithelioid thymoma T3N0 but R1 resection due to microscopic tumors close to the resection margin.

Conclusion

Surgical resection of advanced stage III thymomas in-
Figure 1: Pre-operative CT, Axial & Coronal view showing 90 mm lesion invading the SVC confirmed at the intra operative picture.

Figure 2: Serial SVC and Innominate reconstruction using Gore-Tex graft.
vading the great vessels is feasible with good outcome and should be considered in suitable patients.

Comment

MRI can provide excellent images to demonstrate mediastinal invasion [2]. The surgery is the mainstay of treatment and can be approached from a variety of ways [3]. The management for stage II and III is followed by adjuvant radiotherapy to decrease the local recurrence [4,5]. The timing of surgery is a controversial subject in cases of large invading thymomas. The induction chemotherapy may help down staging the disease in advanced cases [6]. The neoadjuvant therapy although may reduce the tumor mass but makes surgery more challenging as it changes the architecture and we would not advocate it from personal experience. The nodal dissection should be performed to define the staging, further management and prognosis. ITMIG recommends routinely marking and orientation of the specimen as well as sketch and photo of mounted specimen. Tumor staging and completeness of resection have been identified as significant factors but the presence of an associated systemic disease is a poor prognostic factor [1,7]. The outcome is promising with 20-year survival for stage III being 49% and all thymoma patients should have lifelong follow up [8].
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